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POWERFUL CLEMSON TEAM OVERCOMES
FIGHTING NEWBERRY INDIANS BY LARGE SCOR

STAFF PLANS MANY CHANGES IN TAPS;
COUNTY CLUBS AND SPONSORS OMITTED

Three Touchdowns Made in
Every Quarter Except Second; Clemson Shows up
Well

IEW FIELD HOUSE
NEARING COMPLETION

CADET REGULATION

Yearbook to Contain Many
Added Features and to
Omit Some of Previous Material
Many Sponsors to be Cut Off

Josh Cody's powerful Yellow Peril
threw fear into the camps of ten
Southern grid aggregations last
Saturday afternoon when they verified the predictons of the sports
scribes who have named the Tigers
as one of, if not the, most dangerous
teams in Dixie.
The big Bengals
from Tigertown ran wild over the
Newberry Indians to the tune of
68 to 0. This overwhelming score
assured Southern and National fans
that the Codymen are indeed serious
contenders for the coveted honors
taken by Georgia Tech last year.

Many Privileges and Constructive Alterations Are to be
Found in the Revised
Rules for Cadets'
Behavior

The corps returned this year to
find that the Cadet Regulations had
been almost completely revised. The
changes are of the most constructive nature and they have received
a hearty welcome throughout all of
the barracks.
The most outstanding changes
aippear in Taps and Call to Quarters.
From the beginning of the game Tajps or Lights Out for Seniors,
Sergeants,
and
Barracks
there was no doubt is the minds of First
Guards
is
midnight
and
for all
the spectators that the Beast would
The two
devour the Brave.
Exactly three others eleven o'clock.
minutes after the game started, lower classes are not allowed to
Goat McMillan raced over the goal visit anyone except their company
for the first Tiger touchdown. Never commanders after Call to Quarters
and that must be on business. Jundid the Redmen threaten to score.
iors and Seniors may visit members
The Clemson team was in the of their own classes in their own
pink of condition physically and barracks for the purpose of study
came out of the game with no seri- and work until their respective
ous injuries. Coach Cody will set- Taps. All under classmen must be
tle clown now to ironing out the few in barr.acks by eight o'clock and
wrinkles that always come to light Seniors by nine, on all days except
in early season contests. By next Friday, Saturday and Sunday on
Saturday they will be apiproaehing which days Seniors must be in by
mid-season form.
ten thirty and all others by nine
o'clock.
During this initial fracas the many
This year no formation or roll
Tiger backs that saw action were
call
will be held at church but a
able to gain almost at will. Justus,
McMillan, and Sowell led the attack cadet is duty bound to attend
for the Bengals. The Pickens speed church and is punishible by dismerchant scored two markers, rac- missal or some lesser punishment
ing 60 yards for one and returning if he absents himself without aua punt 55 yards for the second. thority. Absence from class or a
McMillan was high scorer, scoring formation draws six instead of t">'
demerits this season.
three of the ten touchdowns.
The .privilege of week-end leave
The massive forward wall was in- will be granted to all the three
penetrable on the defense and was upper classes after their las:, class
never halted on the offense. Metz on Saturday until their first class
Gresham, the Sophomore center, bid on Monday morning if they h;ave
strongly for the place left vacant satisfactory military and scholastic
by O. K. Pressley. It is indeed say- standing.
The Freshmen will be
ing much to say that the linemen allowed to leave the campus on
functioned as is characteristic of all the third. Saturday of every montli
Cody-tutored linemen.
The team if they have met the requirements
that trounced Newberry 68 to 0 was imposed on other classes. Credits
a typical Cody and Company eleven.' in demerits are to be awarded for
The elusive backs and the (powerful as many demerits as are charged
line proved to be nothing less than against the cadet, up to eight, if
the sports writers over the South no demerit,? have been received
have predicted, that they would be.
during
thirty consecutive
days.
Thus a cadet with a total of three
Dutch McLean's Indians fought
demerits gets a credit for three ingamely throughout the game; but
stead of eight.
they faced too strong a team to be
This year numerals are to be
effective. Odds against them were
worn on the shirt collar to desigtoo great.
nate the student's class! a first year
man receives a "1" and a senior
LINEUP
a "4"'. The uniforms to be worn
Clemson
Pos.
Newberry for various occasions are very clearWoodruff
Ballentine ly defined this year and are classiLE
Collins
Thompson fied by letters as described in the
iLT
Gunnels
Mathews regulations. ' The
LG
Seniors
have
Gresham
C
Wood shoulder straps on their shirts with
MaGili
RG
Appleman the new gray uniform which it to
Swofford
RT
Appleman have West Point chevrons on the
Jones
RE
Pierce coats.
Padgett
QB
Hutchinson
Students may play any game of
McMillan
RH
Culclasure cards this session in which money
Justus
LH
Derrick or anything used as money is not
McCarley
PB
Heckmau involved.

Plans are being completed for
Clemson's
Newest
Athletic
Clemson's year-book, "Taps". Thero
Project to be Finished in
will be some drastic changes in the
Time for Use in
book this year, which will improve
November
it considerably. Years of repitition
of the main features of our annual
The new Field House which is sit- have put it terribly out of date.
uated just southwest of Riggs field Taps for the last two years n-is
will be available for use by the first been a disappointment to tne corps
of November. It will be completed and every one else concerned. Rein ample time for the purpose for alizing this the 193 0 editor ha*
which it is to be used.
studied Tr,|p,s and has compared it
The seating capacity of the portion with numerous annuals from the
to be completed at the present will larger schools, trying to find tne
be approximately 3 500. Knock-down defects which put the book below
seats are to be used.
The seats the average for a school the size ot"
Britton Kirton, '25, winner of which were available for baseball Clemson. The editor, Marion Ware,,
first prize in 1929 Better
will be used with about 400 0 more. and business manager, Fritz Mercer,,
Homes Competition
A hanging balcony with the main have been working on preliminary
(Courtesy of the News and Courier) floor seating will give a total cap ici- plans since last February.
They
Britton Kirton of Jacksonville, ty of 5000.
made a thorough inspection of the
alumnus of Charleston High School
The playing floor will be large iarger engraving and printing plants
and Clemson College is the winner
enough for three basketball courts in this vicinity and signed conof the first prize in the southeastern which will be used for practice. tracts with the concerns that seemed
states regional contest in the 192!)
During intercollegiate games only to them the most competent to put
National Better Homes Architecture one court will be used which will out the type of work required.
Competition according to informatior be layed off across the three practice Wrigley Engraving Co. and Foote
reaching Clemson.
and Davies Printing Co., both of
courts.
Mr. Kirton whose home was Cades,
Atlanta, will publish "Taps" for
The sub-floor of the playing re- 1930.
entered the Charleston High School
in 1918. He was graduated from gion will be constructed of reinforced
There are many elements in Taps
Clemson in 1925 and at 21 became concrete. A wood floor will be sup- that have no excuse for existing,
a registered architect, one of the ported four inches above this to and the book would be much better
play on to prevent injury to the
youngest in the country.
off without them. An example of
players.
He now lives at Jacksonville,
this is the County Club which exists
During boxing matches a tempo- only in Taps. The sole purpose of
wOiere he has offices in the profesrary platform will be buiit in the this organization is to give some
sional building.
In 1928 he was placed fourth in center of the playing floor for this Senior an excuse to have his girl's
At other times changes picture published. Of course everya Florida all-state small house com- purpose.
may be made in the play region to body realizes that is a folish conpeeition.
make it possible to have all indoor dition.
The national competition, in wlr
County Clubs may have
sports
inside.
Mr. Kirton's design is entered by
served a purpose at one time, but
There will be two large dressing that time has long since past. The
virtue of -his victory in the regional
contest, is conducted by the Home rooms, one on each side of the main The staff realizes that to have a
The basement also affords succesful book such conditions will
Owner's institute, $29,000 in prizes floor.
being offered in thirty-eight regional another large dressing room. Every have to be altered. It can make
contests and the national competi- convenience possible will be available these ch.anges only with the cotion. Mr. Kirton's design was first in those departments.
operation of the student body. The
The new Field house should be editor feels that the corps wants
among three selected from the many
entered in the southeastern compe- one which every Clemson cadet a book of the highest quality and
It provides that the students will be willing to
tition from tihe three states of should be proud of.
South Carolina, Georgia, and Flordia abundance of room for all indoor sacrifice certain personal disappointTwo other winners are Jefferson sports and also it can be used for ments which will be necessary in
M. Hamilton of Tampa, and T. IJ other sports when weather conditions order to improve the Taps. There
prevent outside work-out.
Waterhouse of Atlanta.
are entirely too many sponsors in
Mr. Kirton's prize winning design
the book as it is now. Last year
w.as that of English type.
there were 118 girls' picture.- in
Taps—too much of the feminine
element for a military school. Some
of the sponsors will have to be cut
CLEMSON COLLEGE
out. This will cause somebody to
VARSITY FOOTBALL 1929
be disappointed, but it is necessary
Sept. 28—DAVIDSON at CHARLOTTE
and the editor feels that fete men
Oct. 5—AUBURN at CLEMSON,
concerned will understand and coOct. 11—N. C. STATE at FLORENCE
operate in making this change.
Oct. IS— TOFFORD at SFARTANBURG
The Junior Dancing Club Club
Another improvement will be the
«t. 24—CAROLINA at COLUMBIA.
held a preliminary meeting on
change in size from the present 7%
Nov. 2—KENTUCKY at LEXINGTON
Tuesday, September 17. for the purNov. 9—V. M. I. at NORFOLK
by 1014 to a 9 by 12 inch book.
pose of electing officers. Tho folNo\. 16—FLORIDA at GAINESVILLE
This is the proportion used by all
lowing
men
were
ohosen
to
adminNov. 23—CITADEL at CLEMSON,
the larger annuals, and it will put
istrate the affairs of the club durNov. 28—FURMAN at CLEMSON,
Clemson's book in the class of West
ing the coming season.
Johnnie
The Home-Coming Game
Point's "Howitzer" and similar year
Justus of Pickens was elected presibooks.
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL 1929
dent, Jew solomon of Harms, Term.,
Oct. 4—NEWBERRY at CLEMSON
was elected vice-president, and S.
Oct. 23—CAROLINA at COLUMBIA
T. McDowell of Rock Hill, was
Nov. 8—FURMAN at GREENVILLE
elected secretary and treasurer.
for the near future. The schedule
Nov. 16—CITADEL at CLEMSON
No further steps toward organi- of hops for the 192 9-3 0 season has
Nov. 23—FLORIDA at JACKSONVILLE!
zation have been taken as yet, but not been completed, but we hope to
enrollment of members is planned | be able to publish it before long

GLEMSii MAN WINS
IN COMPETITION

JUNIOR DANCERS
ELECT OFFICERS
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Here and There with the Editor

'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Olemson College.
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College,
South Carolina.
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EDITORIAL
Why do we go to college? Primarily because we think that
a college education will allow us to do better in the business
world, to get .along faster than the man without a college education. To the extent that a college-trained man can turn to
practical use the mass of information acquired during his college days, to the extent that he can apply his mental discipline
to the solution of problems he meets in the business world,
to that extent, and no further, can he develop into a man of
affairs.
The fact that a man is college-trained is not necessarily an
indication that he is educated. A college offers opportunities
for education.. So does the world. But at college he has unusual facilities not only for acquiring facts and figures, but
for acquiring them under intelligent direction and by scientific
processses. The knowledge that the root of a certain Greek
word is derived from the Sanscript is of no value to him in
holding his job as a clerk in the railroad office, but the discipline that enabled him to solve the former problem will help
him to solve the problems that confront him in the latter. On
this assumption, the college man is to be preferred to the man
without his training.
Business men are essentially thinking men. They have been
trained by experience and by their natural proclivities to think
along common-sense and practical lines. The only way to
learn is to think. The college offers to teach him how. It
aims to give mental discipline—not intellectual stuffing, but
mental drill.. It shows how to analyze, to synthesize, to compare, to differentiate, to reason logically to correct conclusions.
Such abilities are essential to the business man; he is successful or unsuccessful to the extent that he has these qualifications.
He can acquire them out of college; most men do.
But he has the opportunity of acquiring them more readily in
college.
Some college-bred men have considered an education to be
an accumulation of data. They have sought to keep the intellectual food served out by their professors in cold storage
for future use, when it was intended for immediate consumption and consequent intellectual growth. It is this false conception of their assests, their belief in knowledge as an end
instead of a means to a power, that has wrecked so many
college men when they entered business.
The highest order of mental or physical development can
be attained only by following a sane and regular regime. The
orderliness and system of a college training produces, other
things being equal, the most accurate, logical, and discriminating mind. This is the type of mind this business world demands. So far as the college man accepts his training as a
means toward development rather than as an end in itself,
so far can he capitalize it as a business asset.

i that you saw their add in the Tiger.
I In this way you will help both the
| Tiger and the merchant.

During the summer months there
have been quite a number of improvements made about the buildings and the camipus.
Barracks
No. 3 has been refloored throughout, the woodwork repainted and
the walls calcimined. The building
certainly looks good now, and we
want .to urge the students to keep
it this way in the future.
Why
write on the walls and scratch up
the woodwork or hammer on the
doors as has sometimes been the
custom in days gone by. It d.oes
not do anyone any good and certainly does not help the looks of the
building any.
This building is
used not only by the women who
attend summer school, but by the
mothers, sisters, and friends of the
Seniors,
during
Commencement
week. Lets keep it looking new.
And while we are on the subject
of the disfigurement of buildings
let us mention that we have noticed
some cases of gross thoughtlessne?
on the part of students in the nav
Engineering Building. When Rigg,
Hall was completed it was and still
is the pride of the college in the
way of an engineering building.
There may be larger, but no better
engineering buildings in the South.
Any one who had to contend with
the makeshift arrangements that
became necessary after the old
building burned, and, the new under construction can appreciate what
it means to have such a building.
Certainly no old' student who was
here under the above mentioned
circumstances should be guilty of
such acts, and they should see that
no underclassman commits such
acts.

The Tiger is always searching
for men who are anxious to write
news articles.
Get in touch with
the Editor and he will be glad to
give you a chance to do some work
on the staff. The staff receives no
pay for their work, only the experience, which you will find very
profitable in the future.
If your
work merits it, you will be put on
the staff in some capacity.
Ordinarily the staff is selected, by the
English department because of the
showing they have made in that
field, but often some of our best

SEPT.

men come to us of their
cord. Too often the man vi
been selected because of his!
in English is not willing to
extra work necessary to remi
the staff.

He—Well, my dear, I've just
my life insured for a million d<5^
lars!
She—How sensible! Now I wont
have to keep telling you to be so
careful every place you go.
Nurse (to reviving patient)—Your
appendix, pancreas, and. spleen have
all been safely removed, sir.
Patient—And all I wanted to see
the doctor for was to get a whiskey
prescription.
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SENIORS,
WHAT ABOUT THAT R. O. T. C. CHECK?

l::i

Our advertisers in a large mea
sure make it possible for us to give |
you the Tiger at such low cost,
however we do not consider their
adds as contributions.
We want
their adds to be profitable to them
as well as The Tiger. We are urging
therefore that you trade with the
merchants who advertise with us,
and in doing so mention the fact

How can you invest it better than a suit of clothes
or Topcoat?

GET RIGHT FOR FOOTBALL SEASON!
BACK THOSE TIGERS IN A NEW SUIT FROM

HOKE SLOAN
100 Percent for Clemson
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HAVE YOU SEEN THE ADS 0F-PARKER DUOFOLD PENS
"Guaranteed Forever"
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"Guaranteed for a Lifetime"
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WE AR EGLAD TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE ARE AGENTS FOR
BOTH LINES, CARRYING A COMPLETE STOCK—
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DO YOU NEED-STATIONERY
CLEMSON PENNANTS
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MEDICAL SUPPLIES
CLEMSON JEWELRY

"CHECKS CASHED CHEERFULLY"
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VESPER SERVICE

An unusually interesting program
was rendered Sunday night at Ves
per service, the service being cond.uctd by Leon Clayton, President
ot the Y. M. C. A.
A couple of
added attractions to the usual Sunday night .program was a violin solo
by Lawrence Knobleoch and a selection by a quartet composed of members, of the Baptist choir.
At the conclusion of these two
numbers Professor Burton, a member of Ithe faculty here at Clemson,
made a talk on the subject, "Power". He brought out the idea clearly in the first few words of his talk
that he was referring to Spiritual
power and not physical power.
Professor Burton mentioned, three
things, one of which he believes
we would try to do if God should
turn complete power over to us to
use as we wished. These are as
follows:
1—To develop our own minds.
2—To amass wealth.
3—To gain authority.
He concluded, his address by asking and answering the Question..
"Is it possible for modern Christians
to live the kinds of lives that the
Disciples of by-gone days lived?"
His answer to this question was
"Yes", xnd in explaining his reason
for believing as he did about it he
mentioned six steps which we will
have to mount if we try to live as
the Disciples did. These arc as tillows:
1—Be regenerated—borned again
2—Be thoroughly taught.
3—Have patienca.
4—Be of one mind.
5—Be prayerful.
6—Be conscious of the presence
of Jesus Christ here on earth.

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND
FIRST SERGEANTS ENTERTAINED BY "Y"

When it was announced that all
commissioned officers and first sergeants were invited, down to the Y
to a sort of social gathering, the
boys were wondering just what kind
of a get-togther it was going to be.
However, the assembly proved worth
while, for apples were passed around
to all those present, and after the
majority had finished eating, Mr.
Vaughn stated briefly his reasons
for calling so many of the corps together at one time. One was to discuss the financial campaign which
was being created at that time, and
the other was to give each fellow
present an opportunity to criticise
the way in which the Y work is
being carried on, and to offer suggestions as to the steps to take in
■correcting the wrong ways in which
the. work is being done.
Some of the defects as seen by
members of the group are as follows:
uninteresting
pictures
at
times, unsystematic method used
in playing records while a picture
is being shown, switching the dome
lights off and on at different times
during a picture, using worn out
covers on the ;pool tables and allowing the boys to behave as they
do when a picture la being shewn
Holtzendorff and Vau^ivis n.'S'ivrd
the boys that if they would cooperate with the Y, they would guarantee that these defects would be
corrected.
Come on boys, lets all get together and do OUT part in this movement.

STATE SECRETARY TO SPEAK
Mr. T. B. Lamham, .state secretary
of the Y. M. C. A., is to be the
speaker at Vespers Sunday nigut.
Those of us who have heard Mr.
Lanham know whrt an interesting
talk he can mak~ and we are sure
that our time will be well spend if
we go to hear him Sunday.
THE CLEMSON YOUNG MEN'S
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
SERVES THE COMMUNITY
Sunday evening Vesper service
Boys' work
Summer operation
Spacious building for fellowship
Free motion pictures
Victrola and raido enjoyment
Swimming and showerc
Basketball and volley ball
Bible study
Evening watch
Gospel teams
Distribtuion of literature
Campus socials
Class socials
Faculty-student suppers
Religious delegations.
The association strives to serve
every member of the community.
Through the genuine interest and
financial support of friends the
work is ever growing.
STANDING OF FINANCIAL
CAMPAIGN
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ed to give their ideas about religion,
Many of them don't know any more
about religion than the average person does about their particular
speciality. Yet some of these experts have at times stated their
opinions as flat-footed facts. Many
people today accept it all, simply
because "It is written." Surrounded by this flood of religious and
semi-religiuos thought we must subject it all to the test of rigid reasoning, or be hopelessly confused.
The author of a recent book on
Religious Faiths makes a statement
to this effect, "The records of Zoroaster are as authoritative as those
about Jesus Christ." Certainly that
statement is far from the actual
facts—Because "It is written" by
expert, author, or president does
not make it so.
In this day of
omni-present printed word, let us
demand of everything that is writ- :::
ten, "Is this TRUE?"

FOR CONVENIENCE
AT THE NEXT FOOTBALL GAME WHY NOT
TELL YOUR FRIENDS

TO

MEET 'YOU AT

BILL & BUSS
Right Across from the "Y"
BECAUSE HERE YOUR PATRONAGE IS APPRECIATED.

CAMPUS NOTES
The John C. Calhoun Chapter of
the U. D. 0. met on Monday afternoon at the home of Mrs. S. M.
Martin.
Mrs. W. W. Klugh pre- HHHHEEHBEEHHlEHlEEll^^
sided.
Mrs. W. W. Long entertained on
Saturday at a bridge luncneon in
honor of Mrs. Otis R. Cole, formerly
of Clemson.

HOWDY

We are glad to have space in the Tiger again this year
SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Mrs. J. D. Harcombe entertained
at a series of bridge parties last
week.
Professor and
entertained at a
Monday evening
Colonel and Mrs.

Organized 1905
C. O. MILFORD, President
Southeastern Life BJdg.
i-i

Greenville, South Carolina

Mr. R. K. Eaton
bridge party on
in compliment to
O. R. Cole.

A South Carolina Institution Serving the South
Old Line Life Insurance with
Low Cost Guaranteed—Not Estimated

|

j
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Mrs. A. B. Bryan was hostess to
the member of the Bridge Club on
Wednesday morning.
5!_[H__]______S!l!ira^
1

The Book Club met Wednesday
The mercury is still climbing afternoon with Mr. D. H, Henry.
toward the $1200 goal which the
Miss Janet Sikes has returned to
Y. M. C. A. here at Clmeson is
making in order to lend, a helping New York City to continue her
study in music.
hand in the home, state, and foreign
work as well as in the training
Mrs W. W. Fitzpatrick has reschools of the United States.
At
turned to Clemson after spending
the time of this writing th emerthe summer abroad.
cury stands near the half-way markMr. and Mrs. C. E. Jones, of
IT IS WRITTEN
Batesburg, were the guests of Dr.
and Mrs. D. W. Daniel on Saturday.
When writing wag the accomMr. and Mrs. W. D. Barnett, of
plishment of the few, when papyrus
Columbia,
were visitors on the camwas hard to get, and. parchment
expensive, the written word way pus Recently.
reverenced and largely accepted as
Miss Ruth Vaughn, of Anderson,
truth. The words "It is written" was the guest of her brother, Mr.
were almost universally taken as T. L. Vaughn, for the week end.
the ultimate proof—Nowadays there
Misses Roxana Eaton, Athleen
is searly as great a tendency to accept without question, the written Munson, and Ethel Fernow left on
or printed word—Because "It is last Monday for St. Mary's.
written" in book, pamphlet, magaCol. and Mrs. O. R. Cole, formerly
zine, or newspaper, is not proof in of Clemson, but now of Michigan,
itself that it is true—Today printingwere guests of Dr. and Mrs. Long
is easy; it is abundant; it is ubipui- and Mr. and Mrs. Eaton this week.
tious; it floods the world.
It is
easy, especially for any "expert" to
Walter Sikes has resumed his
get an article published, for maga- studies at Wake Forest.
zines must have their pages filled
Miss Louise Klugh is spending her
each month, publishing houses must
vacation with her parents, Mr. and
keep their presses running—Oue
Mrs. W. W. Klugh.
amazing feature of this writing today is the willingness, nay almost
Dr. and Mrs. R. E. Ingold of
eargerness, of writers to state their Greenville were the guests of Mr.
opinions as facts.
Opinions and and Mrs. P. B. Holtzendorff last
facts are not synonimous; they are week.
often contradictory.
A fevv years
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Newman, Jr.,
ago a Japanese doctor declared, that
Measles or some similar illness was of Greenville, visited Mr. and Mrs.
not contagious, because it was not C. C. Newman recently.
so written down in the goven mental
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Earle, and
list of contagious diseases. Neither S. B. Earle. Jr. attended the wedtheir opinion, nor the fact that the ding of Miss Frances Earle and
opinion was written down as a bald Dr. R. M. Nock in Greenville on
assertation changed the nature of Wednesday.
the disease.
Mrs. F. H. H. Calhoun and John
In this flood of prints! words,
there is a torrent of religious or Ward Calhoun left on Thursday for
semi-religious writing.
And as :s Florida, where they will spend the
in any torrent there is a great deal winter.
of debris muddying the water. We
Mr. W. T. Linton spent last week
must strain out the mud if we
on the campus with Mr. and Mrs.
would drink the pure water of truth
P. B. Holtzendorff.
from today's written word.
Experts of business, of manufacture,
Mr. Laurence Knobelock spent
of chemistry, of what-not are ank- the week end on th eeampus.
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CLEMSON TIGER HEAD SLICKERS

$6.00 yJr
1
§

Manufactured by U.. S. Rubber Co.

HEAVY NAVY DUCKS

$2,00 1

24-Inch Bottoms
»:

ARMY LOCKERS
DRILL and DRESS SHOES
KHAKI UNION-ALLS BLACK TIES SOCKS
CLEMSON PENNANTS
COMPLETE Assortment of General MERCHANDISE

[-:

I. L. KELLER
Better Goods and Better
»:
^
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Prices
_
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J. 0. Jones Co.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO COLLEGE MEN
CLOTHING, HATS, SHOES, FURNISHING
ATHLETIC GOODS
iiaigpiggigsias^
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BLECKLEY DRY CLEANERS
ARE READY. TO SERVE YOU
"Cleaners Who Clean"
OPEN RFOM 7 TO 7
Student Representatives

"Johnny" Justus.Room 719 -:- Bert Martin.Room 167
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Once again you have the privilege of reading the infamous Hell's
Bells.
Yes, it is a privilege, for
few papers print such bunk. But,
be that as it may, the old column
is roaring again.
The R. O. O. G., Royal Order of
For Good Shoe Repairing, Good Things to Bat and
Goofs, will be installed in a short
Good Cold Drinks
time. In fact just as soon as some
meritorious gentlemen win the hon- x
CLINT TAYLOR—Proprietor
or of belonging to it. Several nominations have already been made,
■but these have not been definitely
JOHNNIE JUSTUS—Student Representative
decided upon.
Every cadet is
Room 719—New Barracks
watching with muah interest to see
who is going to get the coveted
"Your Business Appreciated"
position of Grand Goof. The Grand
Goof of last year did not come back
to school. But enough of that.
The poor waiters are to be pitied. HHHSElllBHglllHlHlSH^
It must be some job, running back
in the kitchen after one egg to feed
^|^ ~4BF ^S' ~4& ^r 4r 4*4*4F 4* 4r 4F 4* 4* 4F 4* 4* ~£r^&^gr^£rVjgrW^rW£rW^rV^VA
eight men.
We wonder how one handkerchief
can get forty different laundry
marks on it, when they can't ^ast
through forty different times. And
what does one man need with that
many marks.
It certainly doesn't
make the handkerchief more valuable.
We remind you again that all
contributions are welcomed.
We
want this column to be a place in
which the cadets themselves may
voice their opinions on any subject.
Yo-Yo is becoming all the rage at
Clemson now. In case you are ignorant of this newest of fads, Yo-Yo
is a wooden oval that unwinds and
winds itself up on a string as the
>^A A^A J&* ATA ATfc
*&*. >.▼■*.
,»■▼*. A^A. A^A.
AT* J^JL jQ
manipulator desires.
Many little
variations can be accomplished defending upon the skill of the person.
>: ;: ;;:::: XXxX ::::,:::: :Q:X* ">.:.::.;: :?iL2_: K-i.iL" ::::.;:.:::!?: " " :; " :::::::::: ::.::..:: ;: :;..:::: ::;:.:: X
Yo-Yo has taken the country by
storm and it is stated, that even the
traffic cops in Atlanta are playing
and letting the traffic go where it
will.
It is said that Clemson is thinking seriously of organizing a Yo-Yo
team. If this be the case we would
like to nominate Motte Barnes for
CLEANING and PRESSING
Captain.

THE TIGER SHOE SHOP AND
YELLOW PERIL INN
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Do you know any of these women.
It has been said that it is possible
for the operator to fly one of the
Freddie?
new planes for several minutes with
Can't tell yet, it's too light.
both hands off the controls. Girls,
Why do Scotchmen always go out that surely beats the old horse and
with Mary?
buggy days—to say nothing of cars.
She's the kind of girl who gives
— — And think how far you
herself away.
can go in a second or two in an
aeroplane! ! !
I suppose you saw the dance of
Bozemau is so dumb he wonders
seven veils while you were in Perhow electric light poles grow in a
sia?
Yes, but it was a fraud.
The straight line.
girls wore eight veils to begin with.
How's your new girl?
She—But can you support me
Not so good.
•properly, Freddie?
You were always lucky.
He—Why with my salary and
your alimony we'd be sitting on Doctor—Let me feel your pulse.
top of the world.
Meek Sixteen—Oih Doctor. That's
the way they all begin.
Senior—Will you marry me after
Mail Rat—Any mail?
I .graduate, dear?
Sim Moore—Mail? Why yes, give
She—Yes, if I can find someone
me about three letters.
to support me.
Is she hot? Well I asked her to
Teacher—If you overslept an
hour this morning why didn't you hold my flask the other day and bebring a written excuse from your fore I could get it hack half of the
stuff had, boiled .away.
mother?
Pupil—She hain't returned from
He—I pulled a bloomer at a big
the night club.
party last night.
She—What, and old fashioned
He—I told my girl to be ready
party?
.at eight o'clock and she was.
Him—How did that happen?
Houses are painted for preservaHe—Without her knowing it, her
tion—women
for self-preservation.
clock stopped at nine o'clock in the
morning.
The more style a girl puts on the
more boy friends she has to put off.
I'm destined to kiss you before I
go home.
A Tired Girl's Diary
You leave this house at once.
Tuesday: Auto ride—Walk back
Saturday: Auto ride—Walk back
Mrs. Smith—One of the Jones
Tuesday: Auto ride.
girls is going to be married tonight.
Wednesday. Auto ride.
Mr. Smith—How do you know?
Saturday: Auto ride.
Mrs. Smith—Old man Jones borHe—I like to take experienced
rowed our shotgun this morning.
girls home.
She—I'm not experienced.
Clerk in five and dime store—You
He—Well, you're not home yet
can have anything in here for a
either.
dime.
Customer—I'll take that blonde
She—You hug and kiss just like
behind, the candy counter.
John Gilbert!
Prof.—Are you using a crib?
He—How's that?
Stude—No, just .a bed.
She—Well, you use your arms and
lips.
Passion is the throttle of love;
Marriage is the emergency brake.
What makes you stutter?
I-I d-don't s-s-stutter—I j-just
The modern maid says take me or h-hesitate.
leave me. The modern man does
both.
Who wrote the first short story?
A Scotch author.
Some women can't be trusted
very far, while some men can't be
And do you know that two Scotch
trusted very near.
boys turned in their basketball suits
because they couldn't shoot all the
Things You Never See
free
throws?
A one arm man at a necking ;party.
A
A
A
A
turn

clock powder its face.
I hear the captain of the football
hot dog scratching fleas.
team
took to hard drink during the
baldheaded man part his hair.
man who criticizes short skirts summer vacation.
Yeah, he was an ice man.
his back on one when it passes.

Redcap—Porter service, sir?
"Won't you give a shilling to the
Traveler—No, the name is Ed
Lord?" said a Salvation Army girl
White.
to an old Aberdonian.
\ "How old are ye, lassie?" he inSo you're from Dar-mou'! Know
quired.
Hank Field?
"Nineteen, sir."
Nope.
"Ah well, I'm past 70.
I'll be
Know Jim Hoipper?
seem' Him afore you, so I'll hand
Nope.
it to him myself."
Know Bill Slicklesh?
Nope.
Alice went in bathing in a lonely
My Gosh, Fella, don't you drink?
spot one day, and a party of men
took her unaware.
Speakeasy Proprietor—We're still
What in the world did they do
friends, aren't we old man?
with it?
Customer—Sure, I've still got a
First Cowpuncher—That last cay- little dough.
use kinda bucked, didn't he?
"The jig is up," said the doctor,
Second
Cowpuncher — Did
he
Tjuck? You'da thought you was in as the patient with St. Vitus dance
died.
a rumble seat.
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CLIFF CRAWFORD

PRICES LOW -:- SERVICE INSTANTANEOUS

OR, MULLIN HAS
RARE TEXTILE

"Your Business Appreciated"
•■■•

For several years past Dr. Mullins, professor of chemistry, rayon
and dyeing at Clemson College, has
been collecting rare and unusual
textile materials of all kinds from
■^►^►^►^^►^►^►^►^^►^^►^►^►^^►^►^►^►^►^^►^►^►^►^►^
various parts of the world. During
the past two years he has collected
many very interesting samples,
WELCOME!
mainly from Europe and Asia. He
has just returned from Europe with
a particularly fine collection of odd
CLEMSON CADETS
silk materials.
In this latest addition to the
for
collection are included about 75
DEPENDABLE SHOE REPAIRING
pictures woven from the finest of
silk. Each picture is just as persee
fect as if it were painted or printed,
but is is woven in the cloth on some
form of jacquard loom. European
artists who have examined, this collection of pictures state that, from
an artistic standlpoint, the pictures
"Down Town"
are wonderful and would be oxcellent work even if they were painted instead of woven. The fact that ♦$M$M$M$M$M£<M$^^
these pictures are woven, instead
of being painted or printed, makes
;"::;:,:„;ss;:s;;::;:;::
them all the more wonderful and
at the same time much more interesting to everyone interested in textiles. In fact it really takes a textile weaver or designer to appreciate
the dificulties to be overcome in
producing work of this kind even
by hand.
At the present time these pictures are being framed and when
FOR GAS, OIL AND GOOD WORKMANSHIP
this is completed the whole collection, along with all of the other
Tare, unusual and interesting examOfficial A. A. A. Service
ples of textile materials, will be
placed on display in the textile
Phone 34-W
Nite Phone 18-J
building at Clemson for one week.
A notice of this exhibition will
appear in this paper and the pub- S
lic will be invited to come and inspect these materials.
They are
particularly interesting to all those
connected with the textile industry. i siaiasiiasgaa^^
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nished most excellent music for the
occasion.
Although primarily given with the
intention of introducing the nevv
members of the faculty to the old,
there were several visitors from
retition of Two Other Chapters nearby towns present. Among these
visitors was Dr. Ramsey, president of
Considered at Meeting;
G. W. C, and his -wife, together with
New Men to be IniMiss Denmark, the president of Antiated Soon
derson College. The presence of these
Last. Tuesday night the Tau Beta officials did much toward 'promoting
Pi held its first meeting of the schol- good fellowship among the nearby
astic year. A few business matter? institutions.
were brought before the members
concerning plans for the initiation of
new members and the representation of the chapter at the 28th convention to be held, in Iowa City, Iowa
on October 10, 11 and 12.
The
members present at this meeting
Training rules do not give Clemwere: J. M. Prim, President; H. W.
Dorset, Corresponding Secretary; J. son coaches a great deal of conThe seniors of the vassity
J. Butler, Recording Secretary; W. cern.
D. Craig, W. C. Snyder, L. T. Leit- squad make rules for training and
ner, M. T. Geddings, E. S. Hudgens, are held responsible for their obL. P. Thomas, and Prof. D. D. Cur- servance by all the men. This methtis, a member of the Beta Chapter od has 'proven satisfactory during
the past two seasons and is naturalof Iowa.
The Records in the Registrar's ly being followed, this year.
The excellent physical condition of
office are not yet available, but
when the grades of last semester Clemson teams in the past has
are checked over, there will be sev- caused no little comment. Sincere
eral Juniors and one honor Junior efforts by the coaches to condition
who will be offered the honor of their men, coupled with regular
joining this National Honorary En- hours enforced by the cadet routine
have been responsible
for this.
gineering Fraternity.
Two alumni members, who are Last year injuries were held to an
eiligible to join, have requested that .absolute minimum, and it was a
they might be initiated by some rare occurrence for the Tigers to be
chapter near where they are located. deprived of the services of a good
These men are J. A. Davis and D. man by injury.
B. Jones. Davis will probably bo
He's the head of a long line of
taken in by t'ae Beta Cha|pter of
Illinois at Armour Institute in Chi- blotting paper manufacturers.
Oh, the old soak.
cago, and Jones by the Alpha Chapter of New York at Columbia UniSay, eight ball, did yo' all heered
versity.
Delegates
cf two
petitioning dat Robaduminus Washington wuz
groups will attend the convention 'sent up"?
Why, man, dat's nuthin'; so wuz
the groups being Tau Epsilon, at the
University of Tenn., and Phi Mu at my brother.
How come, Ethiopian?
How
the University of Maryland. It was
agreed at the Tuesday night meet- come?
Well, he done crawled in a dawk
ing that the Clemson delegates to
the convention be instructed to vote log after a striped kitty, an' man,
in favor of admitting these two chap- he wus shoah scent up!
ters.
The 'best way for a woman to
It is planned to increase the social activities of the coming year to keep a man at a distance is to
a greater extent than during last marry him.
year. At least two banquets and
Mother—My son is in capable
one dance, together with a number
hands.
of luncheons will be scheduled if
Neighbor—You mean arms, don't
possible.
It is exipected that the
you?
famous eating place at Starr will
be visited each time after taking in
Collegian proposing—Marry me
new members
and
I'll s'how you the best two-time
The purpose of this society may
be found in its preamble: "To mark of your life.
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Delicious and Refreshing
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TRAINING RULES MADE
BY VARSITY SENIORS

in a fitting manner those who have
conferred honor upon their Alma
Mater by a high grade scholarship
as undergraduates, or by their attainments as alumni; and to foster a
slpirit of liberal culture in the Engineering Schools of America."
It will be well for those who aspire to membership to remember
that their grades will be the first
means of making them possible candidates, but that their position in
college, their chf.(racter and their
abilities will be the deciding factor
in the final choice. Grades of the
Junior year are given much more
weight in calculating the averages
than those of the Sophomoer, and
still more
than
those
of the
Freshman year. This enables the
man who has a poor start to
become eligible by working harder
his last two years.

NEW FACULTY MEN ENTERTAINEDWEDNESOAY
On last Wednesday evening, September 18, at eight o'clock the college gave a reception at the Y. M.
C. A. in honor of the new faculty
members and their wives. The receiving line, headed by Dr. and Mrs.
Sikes, was composed of the new
mebmers and their wives.
The lobby was simiply but beautifully decorated with plants from the
greenhouse. During the course of
the evening delightful refreshments
were served by the young ladies of
the campus, while the leading college orchestra, the Jungaleers, fur-

i

AND ANYBODY WHO
EVER RAN AFTER A
TRAIN THAT WAS
GOING FASTER THAN
HE WAS KNOWS THERE
IS NOTHING ELSE TO
DO BUT.

8

Run far enough, work
long enough, play hard
enough and you've got to
stop. That's when the
pause that refreshes makes
the big hit. Happily you
can find it around the corner from anywhere, waiting for you in an ice-cold
Coca-Cola, the pure drink
of natural flavors that
makes any little minute
long enough for a big rest.
The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, Ga.

MILLION
A DAY
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE
PAUSE THAT REFRESHES
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At 73 of 119 Colleges
Sheaffer leads in actual sales!

Why don't you like our freshmen
pledge ?
Oh, she's so self-scented.
Co-ed—Do you have sweatshirts?
Prop.—No; but you might try the
sweatshops.

In this day of lectures and themes the student's
pen must be swift and dependable to catch a usable
picture of class instruction. That's why Sheaffer's
school standing is so interesting; Sheaffer leads in
sales to students* at 73 of the 119 foremost American universities and colleges. One reason for
such dominance is the permanence and reliability
of Sheaffer's Lifetime0. So durable, so well built
is this smooth-writing pen that we guarantee it
without hesitation for your entire life . . . against
everything except loss! Write with Sheaffer's Balanced Lifetime0, note its smartly molded lines
and the balanced "feel" that &ives it flashing, performance and makes lon& themes short. You'll understand its leadership and &ive it your vote, too!

Don't you want to be the kind of
girl people look up to?
No, I want to be the kind of girl
that people look around at.
Englishman (about to walk the
plank)—Really—I've just eates; I
cawnt go in the watah now.
Bill—Something has been eating
up my flower beds.
Pill—Must be bedbugs.
Oh, Mamma, look at the quaint
old-fashioned girl.
Yes, dear.
But, mamma, what are those
funny seams running up the back of
her legs?
,Sh-h-h-h, dear, be quiet.
She
wears stockings.

^Recently a disinterested organization surveyed the college pen
market and proved Sheaffer the undisputed sales leader.
Documents covering this investigation are available to anyone.

At better stores everywhere

Snake Lee—I can jump a high as
this college.
Smokey—What! You think you
can jump that high?
Snake—Sure. The college can't
jumip at all.
"Gosh, I feel embarrassed in hese'1
said Gertie at the barn dance.
"What about", asked Oswald.
"I've got a great big patch right
on the seat of these overalls", she
said.
"Huh", snorted Oswald, "Think,
how you would feel if it wasn't
there."

All fountain pens are guaranteed against defects, but Sheaffer's Lifetime"
is guaranteed unconditionally for your life, and other Sheaffer products
are forever guaranteed against defect in materials and workmanship.
Green and black Lifetime" pens, $8.75; Ladies', $7.50 and $8.25. Black and
pearl De Luxe, $10.00; Ladies', $8.50 and $9.50. Pencils, $5.00. Others lower.

SHEAFFER'S
%-• PENS-PENCILS-DESK SETS-SKRIP ^^.^

W. A. SHEAFFER PEN COMPANY • Fort Madison, Iowa, U.S.A.
"Beg. U. S. Pat. Off.

(Q w. A. S. P. CO., 1929

SAFETY SKRIP.
Successor toink,50c.
Refills. 3 for 25c.
Practically nonhreakable,can 'tspill.
Carry it to classes!
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SKIN THOSE WILDCATS

CLEMSON 68—NEWBERRY 0
Gee Whillikens! Wht a bang the season opens with. Clemson 68, Newberry O. And boy "You ain't heard nothin' yet".
Coach Cody used thirty-seven men during the game. Newberry
has a wonderful "little team"—but the title "little" team
fits them to a T—they were no match for Josh's devastating,
rampaging Yellow Peril.
The game was Clemson's from the opening whistle. The
Indians battled bravely and superbly to hold down the score,
but it was all in vain—their strength was taxed to the limit
and found wanting before the onslaught that awaited them.
The Tiger reserves worked like veterans and the head mentor
of the Tigers used rookies time after time as the score continually mounted. Even with only ten seconds to play and
Clemson 14 yards from the goal line—Halman, a sophomore
back, tore around left end and added six more points to the
mounting, gigantic score.
The Clemson team was not perfect by any means but it
was a massive and powerful one. Saturday afternoon showed
the world that Clemson has just what everybody thought—
their best in twenty years or more.
The work of Justus, McMillan, Jones, McCarley, Sowell,
Gresham, MaGill, Padgett, Gunnels, Gassaway, Seigel, Collins, Hanes, and Asbill was especially outstanding and it would
be an injustice to these men should their gamework not be
Captain Padgett ran the team in more than a creditable
manner—he is without a doubt one of the South's best field
generals.
Dutch McClean and Josh Cody are due praise for the condition of the players, and the teams as a whole. Dutch's Indians will cause grey hairs ere this present season ends.
The spirit of both schools was outstanding—Clemson and
Newberry are foes only in athletic prowess—So Indians, we
praise you and your most able and willing coach. May you
win all your contests except when you play Clemson.
THE NEW PRESS BOX
Mutt Gee had a full house in his
new press box Saturday. Every seat
was filled and more asked for. It
seemed that the writers had quite
an enjoyable afternoon of work.
You are welcome to our school at
all times, Pressmen. Here's hoping
you'll be back Saturday, Oct. 5th,
when we meet the Auburn Plainsmen.
NIGHT

FOOTBALL
SUCCESSFUL IN S.

The novelty of night football attracted a large crowd to Manly Field
in Greenville, Saturday night. The
field was well lighted and the air
was decidedly cold—Whew! Taking
all into consideration, it was a success.
The Erskine grid machine
surprised many a fan and but for
miscues, and losing their share of
the breaks the score might have
been diferent. The combination of
Reid to Parkinson was working to
a fare-you-well, and Hamhrgih'..
Erskine's end, is sure to make somebody step to keep him off the mythical all-state this year. He was a
thorn in the side of Furman on
every play.

that during a period of weak learns
on Davidson's part, and strong
teams for its opponents.
Indications point to an interesting affair next Saturday in Charlotte, with the Tigtrs a decided favorite
Coach Cody will probably
start the same team that began the
fireworks last Saturday, and after
they limber into action with the ball
rolling merrily, North Carolinians
as a state will get an eyefull of th?
type of football played in South
Carolina. Clemson with a powerful
combination of brawn and speed,
and Davidson with a scrapping club,
should tangle up in a game of thrills
and. color.
Davidson will be at the game in
full strength and many cadets are
arranging to make the trek northward. So the game will lack nothing to make it a real collegiate affair,
with all the necessary frills and
furbelows. Before this crowd, Justus of the fleet feet, McMillan of
the trained arm, Sowell of battering
fame, and Padgett of nimble running wil strut their wares. So there
is nothing to worry about except the
rain.

CLEMSON PROF, MEMBER OF COMMITTE
Prof W. C. Jensen One
Members of Committee
on Recent Economic
Changes

of

Prof. W. C. Jensen, head of the
division of Agricultural Economics
of Clemson College, Clemson Col
iege, S. C, is one of hundreds of
scientists, engineers, business and
labor leaders, agricultural experts
and other research authorities who
participated in the nation-wide inquiry which is the basis of the report of the Committee on Recent
Economic Changes recently made

not set so well with the sport, writers.
CLEMSON Vs. DAVIDSON
IN CHARIX)TTE
Saturday will find Cody's Tigers
battling the Wildcats from Davidson in Charlotte. Davidson licked
Elon last week 20 to 6, and, incidentally, Davidson hasn't been defeated over 19 points by any
team in the South during the past
five years. My predictions of the
outcome of this contest is th;' a
five year record will fall Saturday.

public.
This inquiry, lasting over a year,
was carried on under the direction
of the National Bureau of Economic
Research for the Committee on Recent Economics Changes which was
appointed in January 1928, with
Mr. Hoover, then Secretary of Commerce, as chairmas, to make a study
of conditions in the United States,
covering the years 19 22-23, in order that a critical ajppraisal of
factors of stability and instability
in our economic life might be made.
The committee completed its examination of the research data in February this year with Arch W. S.haw
as acting chairman.
The members of the committee
are: Walter F. Brown, Renick W.
Dunlap,
William
Green,
Julius
Klein, John S. Lawrence, Max Mason, Adolph C. Miller, George McFadden, Lewis E. Pierson, John J.
Raskob, Arch W. Shaw, Louis J
Taber, Daniel Williard, Clarence M.
Woolley, Owen D. Young, and. Edward Eyre Hunt, Secretary.
The principle of economic balance
is particularly emphasized in the
report which states: "To maintain
this balance and to extend it into
fields which are not now in balance with the more iprosperous elements in the nation, is clearly an
important problem of leadership.
With certain natural resources still
wastefully exploited, with great industries such as agriculture and
coal mining still below the general
level of prosperity, with certain
regions retarded. there remains
much to do. To bring these into
the stream of successful economic
forces is a. problem of the first order."
A speeding up in recent years of
all our national forces with a consequent rise in the standard of living never before reached in our history is stressed in the report as the
I outstanding development of the
post-war period.
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SPORT
GLOBS AND SOCIETII
It is urged that every secretary
or any one else who may have the
the publicity of his respective club
or society at Clemson in charge get
in touch with the Clubs and Societies editor, J. B. Ouzts, in room
115 at once, and let him know
where he can find you, as well as
of the meetings of your organization. In this way you will be sure
to be represented in the Tiger regularly.
CALHOUN

LITERARY SOCIETY

The Calhoun Literary Society held
its first meeting of the year last
Tuesday night immediately after call
to quarters.
There was a large
crowd present, an we hope to have
larger crowds in the future. E'veryeadet is cordially invited. The following officers were elected.
Vice-President—T. R. Wannamaker.
Recording Secretary—W. C. Crain.
Corres. Secretary—N. E. Watson,
Treasurer—E. P. Sheheen.
First Crif'c—J. C. Attaway.
Second Critic—D. H. Rogers.
Censor—H. B. Hare.
F. B. Farr was elected President
last year before the close of school.
Newlywed (at telephone)—Hurryhome, dear, my mother is dying.
Husband-—Sorry dear, but business before pleasure.
Hypnotist—My gosh, I've got this
college student in a deep sleep and
I can't get him out of it. Whafll I
do?
Assistant—Ring a bell.
Dumb She—Are corpuscles under
, your skin?
'
Ditto He—Naw, only them damn
top sergeants get under my skin.

School Work Flies
Through Cloudless Skies
... via Parker Pressureless Touch

24% Greater Ink Capacity Than Average,
and * Guaranteed Forever Against All Defects

SOUTHERN CONFERENCE FOOTRALL
V. M. I. was the only Conference
team to open her schedule Saturday.
She defeated Hampton-Sidney 19 to
0. The other teams of the conference open this week.
We await
their openings for future dope.
See you in Charlotte, Saturday.

Here's a pen that makes school work twice as easy—enables you
to do quicker, better work because it clears the track for thinking.
It writes without pressure from the fingers—you merely guide
it—the pen itself does all the -writing for you. No effort. No strain.
No fatigue.
And none of the nagging interruptions caused by ordinary pens.
Always a gliding, smooth response—always a steady ink flow,
no matter how fast you write.
Parker Duofold offers you also Non-Breakable barrels of lustrous Permanite, in five jewel-like colors or Moderne Black and
Pearl—28% lighter than rubber—holding 24% more ink than
average, size for size.
Try Parker Pressureless Touch at a nearby pen counter. See
for yourself why Parker Duofold, by actual census count, led all
other makes in popularity at 55 colleges and 13 technical schools.
Pens, $5 to $10, according to size and finish. Pencils to match
the pens, $3 to $5.

DAVIDSON GAME TO IE
INTERESTING AFFAIR

Wildcat Team Good Scrappers; Never Badly DeThe biggest Ha-Ha of the night
feated by Big Teams
was the Roman numerals system of
Having converted the Newberry
marking the Furman players. The
fans received the method with Indians' favorite totem pole into an
thumbs down. Dad Amis used it i.o algebraic equation with 68 to 0
mystify the scouts but at the same stuck all over it in prominent
time it .makes his team a blank as figures, Clemson's Yellow Peril will
far as the public is concerned. The next week devote its time to presharp eye of the scout will catch on paring to take on the Davidson
to the method anyway, but the fair- Wildcats. Proverbially a scrapping
minded public is not going to pay outfit, the Wildcats will offer
out its money and never know stronger resistance than Newberry.
who's who. In all things the public A victory over Davidson this year
must be catered to,
"Dad" had will be as hard earned as last seabetter watch his step or he wont son's 6 to 0 score. It's a'well known
have the large crowd often. The fact that the "Big Five" of North
growls and mutters from the fans and South Carolina have never in
Saturday night were anj-thing but the past several years defeated Dapleasant. Then, too, the idea does vidson more than 27 points, and

SEPT.

FURMAN'S ROMAN NUMERALS

THE PARKER PEN COMPANY, Janesvllle, Wisconsin
Offices and Subsidiaries: New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Buffalo, Dallas,
San Francisco; Toronto, Canada; London, England

Here's Bertha Flo, the University of
Michigan's "Lady Lindy," all set for a
hop befween classes. Her extra hours for
flying come from doing her school -work
quietly and easily via Parker Duofold.

rarker
Duofold

